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Intellectual Property on AI

Frequently asked questions

OPEN INNOVATION

COPYRIGHTS

ENFORCEMENT

Q.  Why do we need  patent  p rotect ion on AI even though innovat ion on AI technolog ies  
benefit s  from open innovat ion,  s uch as  open s ource s oftware policy?

Q.  Copyrights cover the p rotection of s oftware.  Why do we als o need  a patent?

Q.  How can s oftware patent  owners  collect  evidence for infringement?
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Aspects of the protection
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Patents over technologies included in Open Source Software

BATCH NORMALIZATION LAYERS ( GOOGLE,  2016)

BN Layer
1. A neural network system implemented by one or more computers, the neural
netw orksystemcomprising:

❶ a batch normalization layer between a
first neural network layer and a second neural network layer, wherein the first
neural netw ork layer generates first layer outputs hav ing a plurality of
components, and wherein the batch normalization layer is configured to, during
training of the neural netw orksystemon a batch of training examples:

receive a respective first layer output for
each training example in the batch;

compute a plurality of normalization
statistics for the batch fromthe first layer outputs;

❶ normalize each component of each
first layer output using the normalization statistics to generate a respective
normalized layer output for each training example in the batch;

generate a respective batch normalization
layer output for each of the training examples from the normalized layer outputs;
and

prov ide the batch normalization layer
output as an input to the second neural netw ork layer.

Re pre s e n ta t ive  Figure Cla im
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ADDRESSING OVERFITTING IN A NEURAL NETWORK ( GOOGLE, 2016)

Disabling 
switch

1. A computer-implemented method comprising:
obtaining a plurality of training cases; and
training a neural netw ork having a plurality

of layers on the plurality of training cases, each of the layers including one or
more feature detectors, each of the feature detectors having a corresponding set
of w eights, and a subset of the feature detectors being associated w ith
respective probabilities of being disabled during processing of each of the
training cases, wherein training the neural network on the plurality of training
cases comprises, for each of the training cases respectively:

determining one or more feature detectors
to disable during processing of the training case, comprising determining
whether to disable each of the feature detectors in the subset based on the
respective probability associated with the feature detector,

❶disabling the one or more feature
detectors in accordance with the determining, and

processing the training case using the
neural network with the one or more feature detectors disabled to generate a
predicted output for the training case.

Patents over technologies included in Open Source Software
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Re pre s e n ta t ive  Figure Cla im



Although Google open- sourced TensorFlow and provides many

features as libraries, such as Batchnorm, Dropout, e tc ., Google

also registered patents over the technologies.

Goo gle ca n n ot en fo rce th e se pa te nt s on t h e u se r s o f

TensorFlow. However, it still maintains exclusive rights to the

above technologies outside the TensorFlow community.

Patents over technologies included in Open Source Software
Intellectual Property on AI

Dropout Library implemented in TensorFlow
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Types of Claims available for AI patent

Computer- programs Methods Devices

Traditional types of claims available for software patents are also available for AI patents



Rule - ba s e d Softwa re Da ta - Drive n AI mode ls

The rule- based software performs the predetermined process set by the  

a lgorithms.  The methods c la ims can describe the  steps of the  a lgorithms.

Deep learning models do not follow the fixed process.  The models 

perform inference on the  given problem based on data  used for tra ining.
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How to draft AI Claims



The des crip t ion o f a  BN LAyer 

BN Layer
1. A neural network system implemented by one or more computers, the neural
netw orksystemcomprising:

❶ a batch normalization layer between a
first neural network layer and a second neural network layer, wherein the first
neural netw ork layer generates first layer outputs hav ing a plurality of
components, and wherein the batch normalization layer is configured to, during
training of the neural netw orksystemon a batch of training examples:

receive a respective first layer output for
each training example in the batch;

compute a plurality of normalization
statistics for the batch fromthe first layer outputs;

normalize each component of each first
layer output using the normalization statist ics to generate a respective
normalized layer output for each training example in the batch;

generate a respective batch normalization
layer output for each of the training examples from the normalized layer outputs;
and

prov ide the batch normalization layer
output as an input to the second neural netw ork layer.

Re pre s e n ta t ive  Figure Cla im
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Data ( Layer A Outputs )  flows from Layer A to  the BN Layer.  

Receive layer A
Outputs

1. A neural network system implemented by one or more computers, the neural
netw orksystemcomprising:

a batch normalization layer betw een a first
neural network layer and a second neural network layer, wherein the first neural
network layer generates first layer outputs having a plurality of components, and
wherein the batch normalization layer is configured to, during training of the
neural netw orksystemon a batch of training examples:

❷ receive a respective first layer output
for each training example in the batch;

compute a plurality of normalization
statistics for the batch fromthe first layer outputs;

normalize each component of each first
layer output using the normalization statist ics to generate a respective
normalized layer output for each training example in the batch;

generate a respective batch normalization
layer output for each of the training examples from the normalized layer outputs;
and

prov ide the batch normalization layer
output as an input to the second neural netw ork layer.

Re pre s e n ta t ive  Figure Cla im
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The BN Layer computes  the norm s tats  ( StdDev.  and  Avg. )  and normalizes the Layer A outputs  with  the computed  norm s tats.  

Normalize Layer A 
Outputs

1. A neural network system implemented by one or more computers, the neural
netw orksystemcomprising:

a batch normalization layer betw een a first
neural network layer and a second neural network layer, wherein the first neural
network layer generates first layer outputs having a plurality of components, and
wherein the batch normalization layer is configured to, during training of the
neural netw orksystemon a batch of training examples:

receive a respective first layer output for
each training example in the batch;

❸ compute a plurality of normalization
statistics for the batch fromthe first layer outputs;

normalize each component of each first
layer output using the normalization statist ics to generate a respective
normalized layer output for each training example in the batch;

generate a respective batch normalization
layer output for each of the training examples from the normalized layer outputs;
and

prov ide the batch normalization layer
output as an input to the second neural netw ork layer.

Re pre s e n ta t ive  Figure Cla im
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Data ( BN Layer Outputs  flows from the BN Layer to  Layer B.

Provide Layer B with 
Normalized Outputs

1. A neural network system implemented by one or more computers, the neural
netw orksystemcomprising:

a batch normalization layer betw een a first
neural network layer and a second neural network layer, wherein the first neural
network layer generates first layer outputs having a plurality of components, and
wherein the batch normalization layer is configured to, during training of the
neural netw orksystemon a batch of training examples:

receive a respective first layer output for
each training example in the batch;

compute a plurality of normalization
statistics for the batch fromthe first layer outputs;

normalize each component of each first
layer output using the normalization statist ics to generate a respective
normalized layer output for each training example in the batch;

generate a respective batch normalization
layer output for each of the training examples from the normalized layer outputs;
and

❹ provide the batch normalization layer
output as an input to the second neural netw ork layer.

Re pre s e n ta t ive  Figure Cla im
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Entity A Entity A Entity B

Pre- Processing Model Training Model Inference
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Pre- Process ing Model Tra ining Model Infe rence

P aten t  on  Training Method A
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How to draft AI Claims



Pre- Process ing Model Tra ining Model Infe rence

P aten t  on  Training Method A

P aten t  claims  with  bo th  t raining and  in ference s teps in  a 
s ing le claim may no t  be enforceab le

Intellectual Property on AI

How to draft AI Claims



Che ck Point  01

Pre- Process ing Training Model Pos t Process ing

Che ck Point  02 Che ck Point  03 Che ck Point  04
Any unique  proce ss  t o  

colle ct /a ugme nt /clea n t raining 

da t a  use d for ma chine le arning?

Any a ddit iona l module use d only 

for t he  t ra ining process  or unique  

da t a  flow diffe re nt  from the 

ordina ry t raining me thod?

Any unique  point s  on AI mode l 

s t ructure  a nd de s ign?

Any unique  proce ss  us ing output  

of AI mode l t o  pe rform de s ire d 

goa l of t he  inve ntion?

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Checklists for AI Inventions



The claim des cribes the flow of data and  the data manipulat ion p roces s during  the t raining p rocess  performed  s eparately from the
model in ference p rocess .

1. A method for training a neural network on training data to generate normalized
outputs that are mappable to un-normalized outputs in accordance w ith a set of
normalization parameters, wherein the training data comprises a sequence of
training items and, for each training item in the sequence, a respective target
output, the method comprising, for each training item in the sequence:

u p d a t i ng c ur r e n t v a l ues of t h e
normalization parameters to account for the target output for the training item;

❶determining a normalized target output
for the training item by normalizing the target output for the training item in
accordance with the updated normalization parameter values;

processing the training item us ing the
neural netw ork to generate a normalized output for the training item in
accordance with current values of main parameters of the neural netw ork;

determining an error for the training item
using the normalized target output and the normalized output; and

using the error to adjust the current values
of the main parameters of the neural netw ork.

Re pre s e n ta t ive  Figure Cla im
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Training Method Claims

NORMALIZE TARGET 
OUTPUT
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Data Become Much More Important

Google does not provide a commercial license on parameters on AlphaFolds2 while releasing the model as an open source.

DALL- E TRANSFORMER BASED HUGE MODELS



'A data structure recorded computer - readable medium' in which
the contents of processing performed by the computer are specified
due to the recorded data structure, can be claimed as an invention
of a device.

Intellectual Property on AI

Data Structure Claims for AI Inventions

* Kore a n e xa mina t ion guide line s  for computer software

“

”
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Korean IP Office

KIPO still does not set a concrete standpoint on whether it will allow such types of claims as a patent - eligible matter

AI MODELS
STRUCTURED 
P ARAMETERS
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Inte llec tua l Property on AI

Summary

● P aten t  P ro tect ion is es s ent ial to AI innovat ions as  well.

● Claiming paten ts  on AI technologies  requires  careful considerat ion o f as pects o f innovat ion.

● As  mach ine learn ing becomes more data- cen t ric,  the IP  s ys tem needs to  be improved  o r even  refo rmed .
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